Barfield Park - Wilderness Station

Wilderness Station - the trails, environmental, and educational headquarters.
Parking - available at the Wilderness Station and other designated areas throughout the Park
Trailhead - the main trailhead is at the Wilderness Station. The trails are also accessible from the paved path leading south from Picnic Areas 3 & 4
Shelter - numerous picnic shelters are available for rent - inquire at the Administration Office
Restrooms - available at the Wilderness Station Trailhead, Picnic Areas 3 & 4 Trailhead, and at the backcountry campground (also accessible from the Marshall Knobs Trail)
Playground - located near Picnic Areas #3 & #4
Viewpoint - the Stones River Viewpoint is located at the end of the Marshall Knobs Paved Path and the Valley View lookout on the Valley View Trail
Campground - campsites plus a group site
Fire ring - a large fire ring is at the center of the Campground
Waypoint - identifiable junctions or structures
Mileage - distance between waypoints


This map omits roads and facilities in the geographic range of the map with no immediate significance to the trails.

On 03/25/2012 the magnetic declination is -3.5° changing by -0.10° per year
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